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Physical Chemistry of Polymers (Chemistry 595; 3 credits)
Spring 2020

Tuesday & Thursday, 9:40am – 10:55 am
Location: Buehler 412

Instructor: Alexei Sokolov
Office Hours: Thursday 4pm – 6pm, room Buehler 320, Ext. 43852

e-mail: sokolov@utk.edu

Grading: Homework 10% (Will be assigned and graded periodically)
Mid-term exam 30% (tentative - end of February, 2020) Open book
Final exam 30% (April 28, 2020) Open book
Course Project 30%

Required Text:
P. C. Hiemenz & T.P. Lodge, “Polymer Chemistry”, 2nd Edition, CRC Press, 2007
Supplementary reading:
M. Doi, “Introduction to Polymer Physics”, Oxford Science, 1995;
L.H. Sperling, “Introduction to Physical Polymer Science”, Wiley-Interscience, 2006;
M. Rubinstein and R. H. Colby, “Polymer Physics”. Oxford University Press, 2003.
Lecture Notes:
Lecture notes will be placed on the website (https://chem.utk.edu/chem595 ) before each lecture. Students
are strongly encourage to have print outs of the notes before each lecture.
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OUTLINE
I. Molecular Weights of Polymers: Distributions, averages, and methods of determination. 

(Chapters 1, 8 & 9)

II. Structure of Polymer Chain: Introduction to chain conformation, configurations, isomerism 
and stereochemistry. (Chapters 1, 5)

III. Conformation of Polymer Chain, Chain Statistics: Various models of chain, Gaussian 
chain. (Chapters 6)

IV. Polymer Solutions and Blends: Thermodynamics, phase separation mechanisms, 
kinetics. (Chapter 7)

V. Crystalline State of Polymers: Crystallization and kinetics, crystalline structures, 
experimental methods. (Chapter 13)

VI. Polymer Viscoelasticity: Stress relaxation, mechanical models of polymer behavior, time-
temperature superposition, perhaps rheology. (Chapter 11)

VII. Relaxation and Transitions in Polymers: Polymer relaxation mechanisms, the glass 
transition, and experimental methods. (Chapter 12)

VIII. Rubber Elasticity: Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics of polymer elasticity. 
(Chapter 10)

IX. Modern Topics in Polymer Science
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INTRODUCTION
Polymers are actively used in many technologies

Traditional technologies:

Even better perspectives for use in novel technologies:

Light-weight materials

Materials for energy generation

Materials for energy storage

Polymers have huge potential for applications in Bio-medical field

“Smart” materials, stimuli-responsive, self-healing …

Example:
Boeing-787 “Dreamliner” 80% by 
volume is plastic

Example: polymer solar cells

Example: Polymer-based Li battery
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• Definitions:
- Monomer, oligomer, polymer; 
- Molecular weight M, degree of polymerization N=M/m0, m0 – monomer mass.

- Distributions:

- Polydisperisty Index (PDI):

Polyethylene (PE)
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Importance of PDI parameter: 
In most industrial applications PDI~2; PDI<1.5 is considered to be a narrow 
distribution. 

It depends on the synthesis:
-Anionic PDI~1.01-1.1
-Addition PDI~1.5-2.0
-Condensation PDI~2
-Free Radical PDI~2-6 

Chain Ends: 

Critical for many properties, especially at low molecular weight (MW);

Depend on synthesis and can be changed;

Usually non-interacting provide more free volume and higher mobility, while strongly 
interacting (e.g. H-bonding) form additional restrictions, might lead to higher Tg, …

At high MW chain ends don’t play any important role 

Chain Size: From completely extended chain to compact structure
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Bond length l: C-C bond l~1.5 Å
Tetrahedral angle : the angle between neighbor bonds, ~68o

in PE
Torsion angle i: the angle between ri-1 and ri+1 bonds vectors,
this is the main source of polymer flexibility

i=0 (ri-1 and ri+1 are colinear) is trans conformation. i=±120º
are gauche conformations.

Energy of different conformational states in PE

Length of completely trans chain:
Rmax=nlcos (/2),

n is the number of main-chain bonds
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The End-to-End Vector, R
A simple chain molecule can be viewed as n steps (bond vectors) ri that connect 

n+1 chain atoms (A0, A1, …, AN). The end-to-end vector R
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Different chains have different bond vectors. As a result the averaged 0nR

Mean-squared end-to-end distance:
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The squared radius of gyration for n+1 points, all of the same mass, is the mean
square distance of a point from the center of mass.

The Radius of Gyration
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The equations for R, <Rn
2>, and Rg

2 are independent of any model for the
conformational ensemble.

• For Rg
2 we have n+1 points of identical mass, fixed in space. The

connectivity of the points (or even whether or not they are connected) is
irrelevant.
• For R and <Rn

2> we require identification of atomic positions. The
masses of the points are irrelevant.
• A model is necessary to average these properties over all of the
conformations in an ensemble.

Before averaging, we will consider the outer limits.

The Lower Limit

The most compact arrangement for a given polymer molecule is a uniform
sphere with the density of the bulk polymer. The Rg

2 of a uniform sphere of
radius R is obtained using the definition of Rg

2 in terms of the mean square
distance of a mass element from the center of mass.

Rsphere
2 = (0R 4r2 dr)-1 0R r2 (4r2) dr = (3/5) R2
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The smallest Rg
2 for a homopolymer with molecular weight M and partial specific

volume v (density 1/) is obtained from the uniform sphere. The radius is
determined by the product of v and M.
V = v(M/NA) = (4/3)R3

Combining this result for R with the result for Rg
2 for a uniform sphere, we obtain

Rmin
2 = (3/5)(3vM/4NA)2/3

Rmin ~ M1/3

Macromolecule M v, cm3/g Rmin, nm Rg
21/2, nm

RNase A 12,640 0.707 1.2 1.6
Lysozyme 13,930 0.703 1.2 1.4
Myoglobin 18,400 0.743 1.4 1.5
Myosin 493,000 0.73 4.1 47
TMV 39,000,000 0.75 17.5 92
Polystyrene * 3,200,000 1.00 8.4 49
* In a poor solvent

Some biological macromolecules closely approximate a compact uniform
sphere. Others do not. Synthetic polymers rarely do.
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The Upper Limit
Stretch the molecule into the longest possible linear string (or rod) consistent
with accessible bond lengths and bond angles. Radius of gyration for a long thin
uniform rod of length L. Use the mean square distance of a mass element from
the center of mass.
Rrod

2 = (-L/2
L/2 dr)-1 -L/2

L/2 r2 dr = (1/12)L2

Rmax M, since L  M
Rmax ( M) and Rmin ( M1/3) diverge as M increases. Chains of high M have a
large range between Rmin and Rmax.

Example of Polystyrene:
• Number of monomer units = M/104
• Two backbone C-C bonds per monomer unit
• Length of C-C bond in the backbone: l = 0.154 nm
• Translation per backbone bond along the direction of the

fully extended chain: l cos(/2) = 0.126 nm for a tetrahedral
bond angle

M Rmax, nm Rmin, nm Rmax/Rmin
104 7 1.2 6
105 70 2.6 27
106 700 5.8 120
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Different Molecular Architectures: Linear, Cyclic, Stars and Branched Polymers

Homopolymers, Copolymers, Polymer Blends: Random copolymers, Block copolymers

Biopolymers: polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids

Methods of Molecular Weights Determination 
Osmotic Pressure : ...3

3
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here B is the second virial coefficient, and B3 is the third virial coefficient. The third 
term is usually neglected …
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Any Scattering Techniques

Source of excitation (neutron/light)
It has a single frequency  (energy) 

and wavelength (q-wavevector).

Sample

Spectrometer 
with detectors

 – scattering angle

Changes in the excitation frequency (energy) and wavevector are 
measured.
Changes in  brings information on characteristic frequencies or
relaxation time  of molecular motions, while changes in q brings
information on direction and distances of the motions.

Light Scattering:

Scattering intensity, IS, is defined by a scattering cross section of the unit , multiplied by 
the number of the units N:  ISN

Scattering wavevector q = ki-kS ≈ 4nSin(/2)/; here ki and kS are incident and scattered 
wavevectors, n is the refractive index of a medium,  is the scattering angle, and  is the 
light wavelength

In simple terms:                            , where  is molecular polarizability =E; here  is
the dipole moment induced by the electric field E
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In a dilute solution                                                                                 (1)

here n is a refractive index of the solvent, dn/dc reflects change of the refractive index 
of the solution with increase in polymer concentration.

This expression is usually regrouped:
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Thus eq. 1 can be rewritten:
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Light scattering measures MW

; depends on studied system
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Zimm Plot
Previous consideration was for rather short chains, i.e. qRg<<1.
However, if qRg has a finite value, it will result in measurable q-dependence (dependence 
on scattering angle ) of the light scattering intensity:
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Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)
It is often called Gel Permeation chromatography (GPC), in biochemical literature it is Gel 
filtration chromatography (GFC).
This is currently the most important tool in polymer characterization in polymer science 
and in industry. This method is based on size separation, not on molecular weight. So, the 
relevant parameter is hydrodynamic volume.
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SEC devices measure retention volume VR. It is converted to the 
molecular weight using a calibration curve for that particular 
polymer. This curve is usually linear for logM vs VR. 
For all M above a certain value there will be no separation 
(molecules are too big to go to any pores). Similarly, no separation at 
some low M.

In simple approximation: VR=VV+KVi 
Here VV is the interstitial liquid in the 
voids and Vi the stagnant solvent in 
the pores.
When K=0, the solute completely 
excluded from the pores, when K=1, 
solute totally penetrates the pores. 

SEC requires careful calibration. The best is to use the same 
polymer with known MWs and generate the empirical plot logM 
vs VR. If this is not possible, calibration with other polymer 
standards with additional corrections can be used.

Major problem of SEC – no good resolution in M.
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MALDI TOF
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desoprtion/Ionization (MALDI)  mass spectroscopy is a 
relatively new technique that has unprecedented resolution in molecular 
weight.
This method is actively used in biochemistry and is becoming more actively 
used for analysis of synthetic polymers.

The major problem is the design of an efficient matrix-assisted ionization 
process.

Example of MALDI-TOF spectra of PS with 
Mn~4620.
Peaks can be described by 
MW=104i+108+1+57; i is the number of 
monomers, 108 is Ag, 1 and 57 – end groups.

Example of high 
MW PS sample


